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Note : Please mention the name of the unit before your first 
CW or HW in each and every subject. 
Unit Revision of Unit-10 will be taken on 22nd February, kindly 
refer workbook and refer your notebook for the answers.  

ENGLISH: (Notebook-1 or 2) 
Comprehension: Read the following poem carefully and answer the questions. 

Elephant’s Trunk 
Elephant loves to blow his trunk 
At the start of every day. 
“Tarrantarra!” he loudly trumps, 
To wake his friends to play. 
 
Elephant’s trunk is useful 
To shower and to squirt. 
Down at the pool his friends join in,  
To wash off all the dirt. 
 
And when it comes to mealtimes, 
A trunk can help once more 
To reach the highest, juiciest leaves 
That jungle friends adore. 
 
But best of all for elephant, 
When his friends are tucked up snug, 
He loves to wrap his trunk around, 
And give them a big hug! 

   
1) What does the elephant do in the pool? 
2) How does the trunk help the elephant during mealtimes? 
3) Tick (√) the correct options to complete the sentences. 

1) The sound made by an elephant is called  
a) squeak 
b) trumpet 
c) shout 

2) The elephant loves to __________ his trunk. 
a) blow 
b) move 
c) wash 



3) The elephant gives his friends a  
a) smile 
b) gift 
c) big hug 

4) Match the rhyming words. 
1) Day    a) adore 
2) Dirt    b) play 
3) More    c) hug 
4) Snug    d) squirt 

 
[Time: 20 Minutes  MI: Verbal  RBT: Application] 
	

EVS: (Write in notebook-2) 

 Learn the names and location of states in the map of India. 
 
Maths:  
Practice task: Divide the following and verify.	
 	

a)   894 ÷ 6	
b)   976 ÷ 8	
c)    815 ÷5	

 	
        [Time: 15 minutes                    MI: Logical                RBT: Application]	
	

****************************************************************************** 


